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Bono advertisement signs defaced
see a coupl e kissing? What if t hey're gay?"
The signs were put up in various locations
around campus, to include Patterson Hall ,
several dormitory buildings, and the Pence
Union Building.
After having been up for only a few days, a
StevenJ. Barry
number of signs had been written on, said
Assllant &:iuor
Tanna Peters, an Eagle Entertainment emSeveral weeks ago, about 150 posters were ployee. Writing on a few signs said "Die! Die!
put up advertising upcoming Eastern Dia- Die!" while one in Streeter Hall had the word
!agues speaker Chastity
"faggot" written on it.
Bono. They're not all up anyPeters said most of the
more, however. Eagle Enterwriting on the other
tainment was forced to take
signs said "Are you the
several of the signs down,
thought police?"
after they had been defaced
Peters said she
with "threatening" writing,
.,.
spawned the idea for the
Student Activities Coordinasigns. She said she untor Step h anie Ennis said.
derstands the signs are
Bono, an out-of-theHow J\BOUT TWO MEN?
controversial, but felt
closet lesbian, will speak o n
them very appropriate.
May 17 about equality for
"We were saying
and tolerance of homo'what do you think
sexual persons. The signs
OwekJabout this?' We were
have silhouettes-such as can
s.....
looking for student
be found on the door of a
M•J l7tb
opinions," she said.
7 30
restroom-of two girls or
, .Peters also said the
two boys holding hands, as
writing on the signswell as homosexual couples
showing a lack of
kissing.
.A. One type of sign that was defaced.
tolerance, she

Controversial posters
receive immediate written
response from students
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They are adorned with
quesuons such as "What do you think when
you see two girls kissing? What about two
men?" and "What do you think when you

said-only highli ghts the need for discussion of the topics
Bono will be focusing on.
"She's coming to speak about tolerance,"

signs, they thought the controversy they genPeters said. "It's an issue that spoke to the
erated was positive.
heart of our campu s."
"That's the whole point of the dia Eagle Entertainment employees who first
saw the signs reported them to Ennis. Ennis logues," said E nn is. "To provoke thought
said she then told Dean of Students Danny •and challenge opinions, and maybe even
Pugh about the signs, and he in turn referred change some ideas that people have."
For that reason, Ennis said, Eagle Enterher to university police because of the threattainment decided to leave the signs with less
ening nature of some of the writing. Pugh
offensive writing up, suc h as the ones that
could not be reached
say, • Are you the
for comment.
thought police?"
EWU Police
"I think it's good
Chief Tom McGill
that it's starting a diasaid the writing on
logue ," Ennis said.
the signs did not
The writing on
present enough of
the signs is appara threat to warrant
ently unrelated to
criminal prosecuot her a nti-h omotion because of a
sex ual sentiments
lack of specificity.
that have been ex"They didn 't say
pressed after ot her
they were actually
signs that have been
going to do any-Stephanie Ennis
posted, but is in
thing to them. They
S111den1 Aclivilies Coordinalor
keeping with the vewere just showing
hement response
their opinion,"
McGill said. "In order to make 1t a direct various signs have gotten. Anonymous parthreat there would have to be one person ties tore down signs advertising gay pride
week last year, for example, whic h resulted
that could be identified. "
in a response against hate. Campa ig n signs
Ennis said McGill agreed with her desire
to take the signs that said "Die! Die! Die!" for former ASE WU coun cil ca ndidate C urtis
Black evoked a response from t h e univerdown, which Eagle Entertainment did soon
sity as we ll , while racist propaganda found
thereafter.
While both Ennis and Peters said they on campus in November fueled several
anti-hate rallies.
disagreed with what was written on the

That's the whole point of
the dialogues - to provoke
thought and challenge opinions, and maybe even
change some ideas that
people have.

Grant given to find cause of child deaths
David Cole
Rcpn,,.

Eastern W Jsh10gton University's Center
for Farm I Iealth and Safety has just received
a three-year grant to study worker safety standards and regulations for the 1.5 million children under 20 who work on family farms in
the United States.
Other industries that employ children
have strict regulatory standards that protect
children's health . Children working on the
family farm, however, are not as protected
by national guidelines or regulations, and
are being injured in d1sproporuonate numbers relative to other causes child death and
injury.
"Farm accidents kill an estimated 300
people a year under age 19 and inJure another 24,000 10 that same age group," said
Eastern's Research ProJect Coordinator
Kathy Pitts 10 a recent news release
According to the Pacific lnsrnute for Reearch and Evaluation 285 children ages 19

and under were killed on bicycles in 1996 in acttons within the family and how they affect child injury. Also of interest to Wright
the Unned States.
Congress, recognizing a need 10 improve in her research is how parents will respond
to these new guidechild safety stanlines.
dards on private
"Int eractions
farms, has prowithin the family are
vided funding to
obviously more SQ·
the
ational lnciological than agristttute for Occucultural,"
said
pau onal Safety
Wright.
and
Health
Understanding
(NIOSH} to im-Sue Wright
the relationship beprove injury preAssociale Professor ofSociology
tween the children
vention guideand their parents is
lines. Part of that
vnal to understandfunding has now been passed on to EWU
to develop a plan that will help reduce the ing why these children are being inJured.
Wright believes age 1s the most important
number of children killed and injured on
factor to consider, but that a child's indifamily farms every yea,,
"New national guidelines are an attempt vidual ability needs to be taken into considto reduce fatalities of farm children," said eration by parents as well.
Fifty families from each of three areas inSue Wnght.
As an Associate Professor of Soc10logy cluding eastern Washrngton, Iowa, and Kenat EWU, Wright is concerned with the inter- tucky will be participating in the study in the

New national guidelines
are an attempt to reduce fatalities of farm children.

first year. 300 more families from all over
the country will be studied in the second
year over the phone. The third year of the
project will be spent analyzi ng the data and
then reporting it.
Through the study of the new guidelines
and parent's responses to them, Eastern's
researchers are determined to establish the
effectiveness of these child safety guidelines .
Wright encourages students who come
from farm families t o contact those involved
in the study. Students from Whitman
County and Spokane County 10 Washington are of special interest as they are within
the eastern Washington study area. Information about families in Idaho's Latah
Co unty would be of value to researchers as
well. Eastern's Ce nter for Farm Health and
Safety would be very interested in talking to
those students and their families.
Those 10terested 10 parucipation in the
study can contact Kathy Pitts at (509} 3596813. Their additional input would improve
the eventual research proJect report, she said

visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Jordan outlines tuition proposal
One of three options now
seem certain, EWU
President says
Adrian Workman
Campus l,fe Eduor

By now, even the Political Science majors
should know that tuition is going to climb
soon.
Among other things, a tighter budget
proposed by the Washington State Legislature will mean that Eastern Washington Universiry faces severe budget cuts.
"We' re looking at tuition increases in the
context of the budget that is still out there
undecided yet. There is a House version and
a Senate version, both of which have significant fiscal impacts," said President Jordan in an interview Tuesday. "If we look at
the two budgets put together, with the increases that have been proposed in both
houses, and the revenue that they have
added, both of them leave us with deficits

somewhere between $1.5 million and $1.7
million."
"We already are in the process of implementing a million dollars wor-rh of cuts.
That reduces the amount of rhe deficit. Then
we're going to look at tuition."
Thar glance at tuition may be the answer
to the remaining $500,000 to $700,000. "We
know that for every one percent we raise tuition, we generate about $130,000 in revenue. n
The legislation allows universities in this
state to bump their tuition fees up to 6.7
percent. "We know we're not going to be at
zero," s-aidJordan. "We've run scenarios at
4.8 percent, five percent, and 5.25 percent."
According to these scenarios, at 4.8 percent, undergraduate resident students can expect to pay an extra $129. Grads may pay an
extra $210. At five percent, those figures
inch up to $135 and $219, respectively. Ar
5.25 percent, the increases are $141 and $231,
respectively.
The Board of Trustees meeting Friday
the 18th is when they are going to decide the

best course of action. "Parr
of this board meeting will be
about the layout, the budget
options, then talk about tuition."
"We hope to come out of
that meeting with what our
recommendation will be to
rake forward to the June
board meeting," said Jordan.
The June 22 nd BoT meeting
will be when the final decision regarding tuition increases will be made.
"There is going to be
some tuition increase. We're

TuiUon increase possibilities
. . . . . Undergradtwte
Graduate

$210
$129

I

Percent of increase 4.8

going to hope we can keep it
from being the max."
Compared to other Washingtonian universities, Easrern's students may nor feel the
brunt force of the budget cur. According to
Jordan, the University of Washington is going to nail its customers with the maximum
increase, and WSU students are looking at a
significant fee increase on top of everything

$231

$219

$141

$135

5

5.25

else.
"What we are trying to do is balance both
the needs of the institution and the needs
of rhe students."
Anyone who desires to attend the
monthly Board of Trustees meetings should
comulr Eastern Washington University's
online events calerndar.

Women now dominate college campuses
Tracy Stephens
R,poru.~

Back in the days when Eastern Washington
University was called Cheney State Normal
School, women dominated the student body.
Now in the year 2001, rhat trend returns. In fact,
universities throughout the United States are experiencing a gender gap that seems to be widening considerably.
On June 17, 1892, Kare D. Brace, Grace M.
Nichols and Elizabeth 0. Shaw comprised the
first graduating class of Cheney Stare Normal
School, all receiving two-year degrees in education, which allowed them to become teachers at

the elementary level. Ar that rime, an education
degree was the only one offered at this university
and many others across rhe country.
Although there are now a large variety of degree options, there are still more women anending and graduating from college than men, which
is raising concern about the future of education,
the work force and families in general.
Despite the fact that women dominated the
college scene early on, things changed for a linle
while. Until 1979, men made up rhe majority of
college students, bur as women won increasing
equality elsewhere in society, it was expected that
they would reach uniformity on college campuses
as well. In the early 1980's, they did.
Now in the year 2001, women are expected ro
earn just over 57 percent of all bachelor's de-

grees, compared with 43 percent in 1970 and
fewer than 24 percent in 1950. The U.S. Department of Education now projects that by the
year 2008 women will outnumber men in undergraduate and graduate programs by 2.3 million.
The trend is moving fast and if it continues
at the current pace, by the year 2068 females will
once again comprise entire graduating classes
across the country, according to Tom Mortenson,
a higher-education policy analyst.
Academically, girls are ahead of boys long
before college becomes a reality. Beginning in
fourth grade, girls spend more time doing homework than boys of the same age according to a
Department of Education survey. Some believe
that elementary and secondary educators are not
helping the situation
by favoring girls who
•
tend to be less rambunctious and more
focused on followChrne 1 '>pina.l Care
ing directions than
Dr I aurc:11 l"\.11hur-i
boys.
Ch,rupraLlor
Contrary
to
males, many females
enter their senior year
of high school with
better grades, more
complete resumes, a
clearer idea of future
goals and geared up
for the college expe-
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rience. Males, on the other hand, are tempted by
fast cash, choosing a $30,000 starting salary in
fields such as air-conditioner maintenance and
web design over four years of Shakespeare, mathematical equations, biology and thousands in
student loans.
"People are changing their perspective a bit,
shifting from the college path to the technical
path," said Assistant Economics Professor,
Grant Forsyth. "They are realizing that they don't
necessarily have to have a professional four year
degree to be successful, depending on what it is
that they want to do."
For some, men especially, it is easier to go
out and get a job than to complete the hard
work that college demands in this buy now,
think later mind set. Bur according to Claudia
Goldin, an economics historian at H.in·ard
University, this attitude can have maier consequences .
For most men, It really pays off ro have the
dnve to get through college based on rhe tact
that male college graduates earn over $23,000 a
year more Lhan men who have only a high school
diploma. Nevenheless, males are leading the
charge into the workplace making up 57 percent
of 16 to 24yearolds in the labor force who h.ne
only a high school <liplom.1.
In the meantime, girls are gra<luatmg from
high school at a higher rare than bovs; ,n l 996,
51.2 percent of high school graduates were fe<;c•e

Wum.:11. "pg 5
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Cheney band hosts evening of elegance
forms for the marching band." she said.
throw for only $1.00 per ticket,"
"I believe they must be at least fifteen said Hill.
years old," explained Francie Stoll, director
Parent volunteers assigned to
of the dinner dance, referring to the old committees will be cooking and
For the 12'h consecutive year Cheney will uniforms. It has taken ten years of effort
providing other behind the scene
enjoy an old fashioned, big band style, to raise enough money to purchase two
support while students host, serve,
night out on the town. The dinner, dance, hundred uniforms at $100.00 each. One adand bus tables in an atmosphere of
and auction will be held May 12'h at the vantage, the new uniforms will be made
ambiance. "T he old gym will be
Cheney
Higb
out of washable mate- transformed," said Stoll. Creating
School with jazz
rials, eliminating the a ballroom effect, the works include
music performed
costs of dry cleaning, a bandstand and shell, decorated
We really go all out with a needed boost to a
by the Cheney
with icicle-lights. "We really go all
High Jazz Endecorations so it's really kind tight budget.
out with decorations so it's really
semble,
Tony
Fund raising efforts kind of like a fairytale," said Hopf.
of
like
a
fairytale.
Bathurst directstarted early as Tony
One hundred to 150 guests are
ing.
Hill, in charge of pro- expected again this year. To purAn
annual
curement and public- chase tickets contact any band memband
parents
-Samantha Hopf ity, solicited some im- ber, or call Francie Stoll at 235-5001
fundraiser, the
Band Parent and EWU Employee pressive items to be or Tony Hill at 838-6896.
event
also
auctioned off. The
The cost for the dinner and
doubles as the
items to be auctioned dance is $15.00 per person, $25 .00
spring showcase for the ensemble. The fall into four categories titled: Unique
per couple. Tickets for the dance
band depends on this event and others shops of Spokane, Flour Mill Tour, Music
only will run you $3.00 for students • Don Malpass, a Cheney High School graduate
throughout the year to raise money. "All Madness, and Book Worm. Other indiwith I.D., and $5.00 with out I.D. and EWU music student, plays at last year's
the money we raise goes toward support vidual items include a cookbook signed by
festival.
of the program because there is such a Governor Locke, front row box
minimal amount of support coming from seats for a Spokane Indians game, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
the district," said Samantha Hopf, band and the labor of four people for
parent and EWU employee. "Uniquely our four hours. "Plus we are raffling a
main goal for this year is to buy new uni- Thomas Kinkade tapestry weave
EgrainJack
&[x,rwr

Collins Family
Dentistry

News Briefs
ASEWU afflce pesmons open
There are six positions open in the Associated Students of EWU office for the 20012002 school year. Applicants must pick up an employment package in student employment,
Showalter 114 and then pick up an application in the ASE WU office, PUB 303. The application packet, a resume, and a list of 3 references is due at on Wednesday, May 16 at 5 p.m. in
the AS office.

Tavlor Mason to perform next week
Comedian Taylor Mason will perform in the PUB Multipurpose Room Wednesday, May
16 at 7 p.m. Mason combines puppets with his own brand of humor in this free event. For
more information, call 359-4839.

Modler's Dav is coming up!
Don't Forget! This Sunday, May 13, is Mother's Day. Be sure to pick Mommy Dearest
up that special card or gift.
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Spring enrollment up
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A total of 8,015 students are attending spring quarter at Eastern, an increase of 290
students from last year. These are the 10th day enrollment numbers, the official count for
rhe quarter.
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ASEWU Website up and running
debut of the council's new
Website at www.asewu.com.
After the need was seen for a
new Website for the council,
ASE WU President Bree Holsing
decided tbat sbe wanted to know
a bit more about basic web design
before hiring a designer who
would set up a site she would not
understand.
"We didn't want something
crazy and elaborate that next year
nobody would know how to work
with," she said.
Holsing started attending Dr.

New site designed
after class project
Steven]. Barry
Asnstant Eduor

Several months ago, the Associated Students of EWU
(ASEWU) council decided they
should be accessible to students
through tbe internet, ASEWU
President Bree Holsing said.
Monday, that happened, with the

Jim Brockman's class in basic web
design to get a better grasp of
what was involved.
Holsing asked the members of
Brockman's class for help designing the site after attending a few
classes. Brockman more than
obliged Holsing's request by making the designing of a new
ASEWU website a class assignment. At the end of the project,
ASEWU had around 25 designs
to choose from. They chose Jeremy O'Niel's design.
After selecting the design, the

Women:

AS had to hire somebody to get
the site up and running. They advertised the position, and, for
reasons that Holsing said are unrelated to his design being selected, O'Niel was hired to set up
the site.
Funding for the website-about
$188 for the year-came from the
ASEWU executive funds, Holsing
said, the same funds used for
travel by executive council members.
The site contains contact information for all members of the

council and superior court, as well
as budget and resource info~mation. There are links to various
clubs and organizations, club
sports, the Easterner Online, and
the online book exchange,
www.skipclass.com.
It also has 20 e-mail addresses,
including a default e-mail address,
in case someone were to send
something to simply asewu.com,
Holsing said.
The site will be updated as necessary throughout the year, to include council meeting minutes.

college attendance and graduation rates booming
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to improve their personal skills in order to move up the economic ladder."
male. Girls accounted for 53.5 percent
Unfortunately, some observers
of SAT takers that year, and 69.7 perwho study the gender patterns in the
cent of female graduates enrolled in
work force warn that things don't look
college within a year of graduating
as good as they could. A woman with
compared with only 60.1 percent of
a college degree makes $4,700 more
boys.
than a man with only a high school
"It is possible that at the high
diploma, but a man with a college deschool level , students are getting betgree makes $24,700 more than a man
ter counseling, which is helping them
with only a high school diploma
decide which path is right for chem,"
One of the concerns being raised
said Forsyth. Uthis were the case then
about the college gender gap are that
you would think that the overall male
students are not getting a welland female campus population would
rounded experience since women
be increasing, but men are steering
dominate many of the classrooms.
toward the technical fields , rather than
With all the interaction that takes
fo ur-year college degrees.
place, both intellectual and social, 1t 1s
"With mo re people wanting to
important to have both male and fehave specialized skills, colleges are startmale viewpomts, just like it ts iming programs that are more trade oriportant to have students of differented," Forsyth said. "Programs such
ent nationalities and different ethnic
as hotel restaurant management, oc- men.
groups.
cupational therapy, nursing and even
What is being done about the gen"One thing chat has changed is the
teacher educau on are JUSt a few ex- requirements necessary to qualify for der gap varies from university to uniampl es."
welfare," F orsyth said. "This could be versity. Some are not concerned at chis
The question that campuses across increasing female enro llment at East- point, while others are do ing .,II the y
the country are asking is w hy the ern w ith more single mothers trying can to replenish the male po pulation
For example, the University of DallJs, which is 56
percent female , went so for
as to form a varsitv baseball squad, whtch aclded 2:
1827 First Street Cheney. WA 99004
men to the school in 1997
Other sch oo ls ha\e
nc-,nllilul :--..1dllllfcl( turc-d l l<Jlll('
changed recruitment mate~ l3cirril. ~ 1~; 1111 <:,82, . 3 ,l<lult<, ol .i')
nal and redesigned catalog,
Con 1pl<'W w it I 1 \ V I> I 100h up <11 H l di--.l 1\\d!--.l w1
to appeal to the m .1le gender. Thev hJ\"t' ,-·en begun
. ·, .ir ( , H11pu --. l>u<, ,HHI --.hopping
sending <>ut d1ile1 ent .1dCall Marcie or Charmaine Today
verttsement to male th.10
femJlcs .

change? Well acrually, there are few facts
and a lot of speculation .
It seems apparent chat pan of the
gender gap trend stems from women
having more choices as far as a career
and lifestyle. They are no longer expected to be stay at home moms or
wives with dinner ready when their
husband walks through the door.
More and more, women are choosing
to have professional careers early on
instead of families.
"We are experiencing a cultural
change in society," Forsyth said. "The
idea of women relying on their husbands to financially support them is
long gone because they now want to
be independent."
Another possible reason more
wo men are being drawn to the college
scene is welfare reform, which seems
to affect single mothers more than

Cheney Real Estate Management

@~

at 235-5000
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Abortion:
Adrian Workman

wmp,,s L,fc F.duor

This may already be apparent
to you, reader. It case it is not,
we at the Easterner have noticed
that a plethora of heavy "ProLife" ads [the most recent being
thicker than our paper J have been
paying our bills lately.
I volunteered to write your basic " o, We Are Not Pro-Lifers"
statement. Here it is:
I have had three personal
brushes with abortion, and I use
these sparingly to describe my
negative stance on abortion.
My first brush happened before I was born. I learned that
my mother had two abortions
prior to my own birth. I am the
oldest of three Workman children. The only reason this bothered me is because I remembered
that when I was younger, I wanted
to have an older brother to thump
me on the head a few times and
teach me how to fight. Oh, to be
able to tattle on him for naughty
magazine possession, or para-

phernalia, or act like a butt when
he brought girlfriends over, or all
the other under-glorious things
that younger siblings get to do to
make lives more of a challenge.
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a student's journey across an age-old chasm
I also thought about how I might big" A" was today.
not have been born, then. I considA close friend of mine got pregered that a bad thing. I may have nant with her boyfriend. She
been born a girl [ ew!J. As I enjoy doesn't want to have an abortion,
my own life, I exbut she doesn't
onerate my parwant progeny, but
ents for terminatshe doesn't want
ing a previous
abortion,
I wanted to have an an
potential one.
but ... etc. I didn't
older
brother
to thump
My second
know what to tell
me on the head a few her. She pretty
brush occurred
two months ago.
times and teach me much already made
Someone I was
up her mind. She
how to fight.
seeing told me
asked me about my
she was pregunearned ordeal of
nant. She detwo months ago,
cided to have an
but other than
abortion. As I was too broke to that, I had no advice to give save
pay for half of it, I offered to care for that abortion is not fun.
for her during the 48 hours afterThat's right. It's not a wonward, offering whatever moral or derful method of birth control.
care-related assistance she required. It's a last resort. Ethically, the
What she did not tell me was great thing about abortion is that
that she knew the whole time that it gives people another chance to
it was not my pregnancy. I'll ac- not have a kid.
cept a sincere apology [I did], but
This is my positive stance on
I' m not a Christian, so I don't abortion.
reckon I have to turn any cheeks.
Practically anyone who believes
Being dragged through a moral their deity is going to give them
quandary that was not even mrne numerous chances at salvation can
was a lot like being forced to live really empathize with one who is
with a bunch of idiots on a TV considering abortion. To stretch
show, win, and not get any money. out a hand containing one of their
The third brush I had with the own maxims : Judge others as

SOV..f · NOW i\-\E'{

mistress out of trouble. Pennyroyal tea is one of the oldest
known aborttfacient substances.
Older than the coat hanger. The
same coat hanger that people who
consider terminating a pregnancy
would have to use if abortion
were made illegal.
Abortions were more violent
in ancient China and Egypt, but
that certainly does not mean that
we shou ld subject people to their
Bronze Age methods.
If all that doesn't put out any
flaming arrows, consider this:
When babies die, many people believe that they go to straight to
heaven. The more abortions that
happen in this
country, the hapnot inseminating
pier these people
her). Naturally,
Technologically should be, as
then, discountspeaking, abortion is
more heavening abstinance,
the authors of
almost as old as "pull- sent souls will
have had the opthe Bible would
ing o ut ."
portunity to skip
oppose any and
all the divisive,
all forms of
choice-oriented
birth control,
since "pulling out" is really the BS [ProLife-ProChoice, Mac-PC,
simplest method for non-virginal UW-WSU, Catholic-Protestant, to
types. In ancient Greece, there is smoke the blunt or not to smoke
a play by Aristophanes where the blunt, etc.) that the rest of us
Hermes advises the hero to "add have to be content wit h until we
a dose of pennyroyal" to keep his push daisies .
you would judge yourself.
Technologically speaking, abortion is almost as old as "pulling
out." Since most peoples' strong
feelings against the practice of
abortion are religious, I'll bounce
a few of their arrows off a shield
on their own ground. Pulling out
is the oldest method of birth
control, and it is condemned in
the Bible. Onan was killed by the
LORD because "he emitted on the
ground." [Genesis 38: 9,10]
[Sidenote: Yeah, I know; he was
supposed to impregnate his dead
brother's wife, but his 'disobedience ' was merely the reason for
his earth emissions, thus he was
killed merely for
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Thanks to all from the Cheney Food Bank

In my day ... a small town was paradise
Cara Lorello
Contnl:.-

My early days as a youngster, from
kinderganen up to about the second
grade, growing up in Pullman, Washington to me are like those familiar
family photos you come to treasure as
they sit for years upon the living room
mantle. Timeless and unchanging,
they are frozen moments of life gone
by-a time during my life when the
small, cheap things made life in a small
town almost perfect.
My mother was single, working
full time, and had three rambunctious
daughters to keep an eye on in a tiny,
two- bedroom home on High Street.
From the main window, we overlooked downtown Pullman 's main
anerial. That little house my mother
transformed into a palace with crisp
white paint and deep green trimming.
She also planted several yellow and
red colored tulips among the 1910
cobblestone walkways, as well as in
our spacious backyard that was completely enclosed within a forest of lilac bushes.
Indoors, the old-fashioned pantry
and sunroom were brightened up
with pastel yellow, blue and green
shades of paint. New carpeting covered worn out, unpolished floors that
had seen too many years of neglect.
Finally, our TV, stereo system, fridge,
microwave oven were moved in,
modernizing the vintage style my
mother created so well. The little High
Street home came to be [and still is]
one of the nicest dwellings I recall staying in.
While our stay there was less than
a year, sadly, tt was a time remembered

fondly. Afternoons I'd walk about five
or six blocks home from Franklin Elementary School with my sister, and
we'd end up spending whole weekends riding our bikes up and down
the quiet side streets. Other occasions
we'd visit our friends next door, watching Disney films for hours at a time
until called home. Sometimes, we were
usually found goofing off in the backyard, the scent of lilacs lingering like
that of a favorite perfume.
Saturday mornings, my mother
spent time at home because work
dido 't stan until afternoon for her
then. I'd wake up to the sound of her
making pancake breakfasts many
times, to my delight. Morn always
used to heat up the maple syrup over
the stove so the frozen pats of butter
would more quickly melt on and between the fluffy cakes. Sunday nights
we girls would take a stroll down the
High Street hill to the Three Forks restaurant where we never left hungry. U
dinner wasn't the plan, Pullman's old
movie theater was sure to be playing
the latest Rainbow Bnghccanoon film,
~ran older Jim Henson's Muppet5 classic.
I'm not sure what the little High
Street house looks like now. In fact, I
don't even know the names of its current residents. I'm apprehensive about
going back there, because it will most
likely be different from the way I remember it.
Forthe moment though, I'm content just to have the aging photographs and distant memories of those
good times in a small town. To me,
it's plenty to remind me of my shon
stay in paradise.

Please Contribute!!
Members of the EWU community who wish to contribute to the
Nostalgia Comer, or wish to expess their opinion on 01her issues
around campus can send their entries 10 us al:
The Easterner
Op-Ed contribution
Eastern Washington University
Hargreaves Hal/ 119
Cheney WA. 99004
Entries should be s11bmi1ted with a phone number and e-mail
address Remember, letters-to-the-Editor should be no more than
250 words. and Nostalgia Corner pieces should be limited to 500 to
600words.

Dear Students and Faculty ofEWU:
Thanks to the help of several EWU student organizations, the Cheney
Food Bank and Cloth ing Exchange has sufficient supplies to serve its clients
through the winter.
EWU students, faculty and staff collected thousands of pounds of food
for the Food Bartk ,n 2000 and also helped in many other ways. Food drives
were conducted by BAHA, Baptist Youth on Campus, the Bookstore, Chicano
Education Program, Athletic Depanment, Morrison Hall , and Sutton H all.
Additionally, several EWU depanments donated 60 Christmas baskets.
The Planning Class from the EWU Depanment of Urban and Regional
Planning helped son the food brought in through the Boy Scout Drive. Sigma
Nu Fraternity and Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority collected several hundred pounds
of food with the Parks and Recreation an nual H aunted H ouse.
The Clothing Exchange also has benefited from the generosity of EWU
students, faculty and staff. The Exchange provides clothing and household
items free to anyone in need. Many EWU students, as well as other Cheney
residents, have been helped. Unfonunately, the Exchange does not have the
storage space to accept furniture or other large items, and when such items are
left outside the door, funds must be spent to dispose of them.
The Food Bank and Clothing Exchange are open the fi rst four Tuesdays of
each month , from 9:00 a.m. to I :00 p.m. Any Cheney resident, including students, can receive help if they fall within the income guidelines. Applications \
for Food Bank aid are processed through the Cheney O utreach office, 626
Third St. The office is op·en Monday through Thursday from 9:00 a.m. to
noon. Applicants should bring a statement of income, proof of C heney residence [such as a utility bill] and Social Security nu mbers for everyone in the
household. For more information, call the Outreach office at 235-8900.
John Matthews,
Cheney Food Bartk Director

Just wanted to offer a little clarification
Dear Editor:
The Depanment of Physical Therapy was pleased with the article "Legislature ck 's doctorate program," by Natalie Stephenson in the May 3, 200 I edition
of The Easterner. One comment within the anicle, that could be misleading,
indicates that "The University of Washington and Washington State U niversity both currently offer research-based degrees in physical therapy." The University of Washington offers a Collaborative Doctoral [Ph.D.] Program, funded
by the Depanment of Maternal and Child Health, that physical therapists
panicipate in along with students from various other disciplines. WSU, however does not offer any physical therapy degrees. We think this clarification
would be helpful. Thank you again for your excellent repon on our program.
Sincerely,
Meryl R. Gersh, M.M.S., PT
Professor of Physical Therapy

Jl sincere fetterfrom tfie r£.cfitor
Dear Readers:
I wish to extend a thank you and an invitation to you all. Thank you to all
who have written letters-to-the-editor or submitted Nostalgia Corner entries
or other contributions. As a student newspaper, it is largely our job to represent the views and conserns of first and formost the students, but also the
Eastern community at large. This can often be a difficult task, so we rely on you,
our readers, to let us know what is on your minds, and what issues we should
address. Without all of your contributions, The Ea.sterner opinion page would
represent the views of only a select group of students who spend the majority
of their waking time locked within the dungeon of The Easterner newsroom,
and not so much by the larger commun,ty. So, with this said, I extend an
invitation to you all. Next time you read something in The Ea.sternerthat gets
you hackles up, or even that you agree with and want to affirm, go ahead and
write us a letter or contribution. We appreciate all the material we can get. Thartk
you agam.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Harrington, Editor, The Ea.sterner

1/isit us at www.easterneronRne.com

it to 250 words. Include your full name.
signatu re and telephone number for
verification. We reserve the right not to
publish letters, and all printed material

is subject to editing. Letters must be
received by Tuesday at 3 p.m to be
published in tl1e fo llowing Thursday

issue.

Send letters to :
The Easterner
EWU, Hargreaves# 11 9
Cheney, WA 99004

Disclaimer
• The Easterner provides a forum for
ou r reade rs to express their opinions

and concerns. Letters-to-the-editor as
well as advertisements do not
necessari ly rencc t 1he opinions of
T he Eas terner staff or EWU
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Senior one-act plays begin Friday
Brian Triplett
Rcdut,,d,,rdd teao

Stamng this Friday, the Eastern Washington
University Theatre Department will be presenting six plays directed by EWU seniors.
Three plays will be presented on alternating
nights. Friday's performance will present "The
Best Warm Beer in Brooklyn," "The Open Meeting," and "A Time for Waiting." Sarurday'sshow
will be the debut of productions of "After
Magritte," "WASP," and "High School Jesus."
Friday's plays will also run neJCt week on Tuesday, May 15 and Thursday, May 17. Saturday's
plays will run on Wednesday,May 16andFriday,
May 18. The senior one-act play festival ends
with a marathon of all six plays on Saturday,
May 19.
"The Best Warm Beer in Brooklyn" is the
directorial debut of actor Mark Peterson. It tells

the story of two guys in a bar who are down in
their luck.
"I want to call it a dark comedy," said Peterson.
"Funny things happen, but they really aren't funny
to the characters.·
When asked about what directing is like,
Peterson said "It's making me nervous, but I'm
excited at the same rime."

"The Open Meeting" is directed by Arianna
Hilsen. Hilsen co-directed Eastern's production
of the Vagina Monologues. She also is the head
of the Theatre Department's costume shop this
year and has practical experience in every aspect
of running a production from sound and lighting to carpentry. This base of skills has a profound effect on how she likes to direct.
"I wanted to know how to do everything,
and how everything works so that I would know
what to ask for and what is possible," Hilsen
explained.

f
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When asked to describe "The Open Meeting,• Hilsen said, "My show is the smallest and
least technically involved show. I really wanted
to be able to focus on the actors and the acting."
Her approach works brilliantly. "The Open
Meeting" is a scathingly witty political satire written by A.R. Gurney. Veteran comedic actor Leif
Olav Jenssen puts in another great performance
as Roy, the staunch conservative. Bryan Durbin
plays a young liberal idealist named Eddie. Amy
Weitzel is exceptional as Verna, the woman who
tries to maintain a balance between the two antagonists. With little to work with beside a table
and some water glasses, the trio of actors draw
us into a Freudian battle of wits that is really fun
to watch.
• A Time for Waiting" is an original play written by its director Jesse Pedilla. It tells the story
of two young men in a hospital cancer ward.
The story includes an intricate series of plot
threads woven by a series of walk-on characters.
The play is based on time that Pedilla spent in
cancer treatment that started when he was 14.
"It's autobiographical, but some little changes
were made to make things flow better, and to
make them more entertaining," Pedilla said.
• A Time for Waiting" is a labor of love that
took Pedilla six years to write.
l,,.I wrote a one man comedy routine that I

A Son (Scott Doughty), Sis {Angie Herin), and Dad (Steve Barry) in WASP.

1/
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This

week

"Red Beans & Ricely Yours:"
Showalter Rotunda. An annual
student recognition evenL Enjoy
EWU jazz and red beans and rice!
For more info, call Nancy at 3596150.
Spokane River Whitewater
Day Trips: Lower Spokane
River from 2 - 6 p.m. $20 cost
includes equipment, snacks,
transportation, and a $10 deposit. For more info, call the
Outdoor Program at 359-7920.

Friday-Ma,v 11,
Methow River Kayak Trip
in Methow, WA. through 5/

13. $50 and cost includes:
transportation, equipment, instruction, and a $25 deposit.
For more info, call the Outdoors Club at 7920.

Leon Atkinson-classical guitarist: Music Building Recital Hall at
12 pm. For more info, call Nancy
at 6150.

Opening night for the senior
direcred one-acts: EWU Theater at
8 pm. Come see "The Best Warm
Beer in Brooklyn,• "The Open
Meeting,"and"A TimeforWaiting."
Investment Club Meeting:
PUB357at 12p.m.

did in the Southwest, but I kept coming back to
[" A Time for Waiting"] and working on it. ..
The actors have done an amazing job of pulling
it all together," Pedilla said.
• After Magritte" is a rather silly comedy of
manners written by Tom Stoppard. Traci Fowle,
the director of" After Magritte,• made the interesting choice of casting two women as the inept
male constables who show up at a married
couple's flat to investigate an outrageous crime.
Miranda Whitehead does an incredible job of
playing a brusque middle-aged Scotland Yard
inspector who is not quite as smart as he wants
the other characters to believe. Also watch for
Katie Holmes, who is excellent as the eccentric
mother of Reginald William Harris [played by
the Easterner's own Isaac Grambo].

Saturday- May 12
Opening night for the senior
directed one- acts: EWU Theater
at 8pm. Come see "AfterMagritte,"

"WASP," and "High SchoolJesus."

Sunday-May 13
Mother"s Day-call your
motherl

Monday-May 14
Gay Pride week
Bible Study. PUB 321 at 12

p.m.

Tuesday- May 15
Drag/Talent Show: Morris
Street Cafe. For more info or/and
to enter the event, call Dee at 7651
"LP Outsiders" as a part of the

"WASP" is a surreal and absurd look at
the 1950s nuclear family written by the comedian and film actor Steve Manin. The story is
similar in some ways to the movie
"Pleasantville." Standard Fi fries sitcom cliches
are explored and deconstructed in delightfully
odd ways. The bizarre plot twists and quietly
outrageous dialogue are highly entertaining
and more psychologically complex than they
might first appear.
"High School Jesus" is an original work written by the play's director Zanon Schmidt, whom
some people may remember from his performances as the title character in "Scapino!" and
the narrator in "The Caucasian Chalk Circle." It
is difficult to explain the plot of "High School
Jesus" without giving too much away. Basically, the story explores what could happen if
the Son of God decided to spend a week playing on a high school basketball team. Schmidt's
play manages to use Christian doctrine in a fairly
respectful way while building a lot of remarkably funny moments around the central theme .
The play features a terrific ensemble cast, and
standout performances by Morgan Hale Uesus],
Gary Harnden as the flustered coach, and the
goofy benchwarmers played by Justin DeMeyre
and Adam Hendricks.
"What is really neat is that each ending play'A Time for Waiting' and 'High SchoolJesus'-is
a play written by a student," explained•A Time
for Waiting's" assistant director Marcus Todd.
The plays debuting on Friday are more understated. Saturday's shows involve a lot more
effects, music, and other technical touches. All
six plays are well acted and well-directed. If you
are looking for something different to do this
weekend, you can't go wrong with the Senior
One-Acts.
The May 12-18 performances begin at 8 p.m.
in the Theatre building. May 19's marathon starts
at 6:30 p.m. Marcus Todd advises people to
show up half an hour early to make sure they
can get in. Admission is free with student identification. For more information, call the Theatre Department at 359-2459.

Spring Concen Series: Mall Area
from 11:30-1:30 pm.
Senior direcred one-acts: EWU
Theaterat8 p.m. Come see "The
Best Warm Beer in Brooklyn,"
"The Open Meeting," and "A
T trne for Wairing."

Wednesday.May 16
Bake Sale sponsored by the
University Geographical Society:
We Hall from 8- 12 pm.
WYSIWYG-Comedian Tay-

lor Moon will be entenaining with
shadow puppets and other cornedic routines: MPRat 7pm.
Seniordirecredone-acts: EWU
Theater at 8 pm. Come see•After

'\
Magruite," "WASP," and "High
School Jesus."
Thursday, May 17
Chastity Bono, daughter
of Cher and Sonny Bono,
will be speaking on gay and
lesbian issues as the last of
the Dialogue Series Speakers: Showalter Auditorium
at 7:30 p.m. For more info,
call Tanna at 4839.
Senior directed one-acts:
EWU Thearerat 8 p.m. Come
sec "The Best Warm Beer in
Brooklyn," "The Open Meeting," and• A Time for Wait-'
ing."
/.
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Bring your

teaching degree to

In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate, sports,
entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And yo u'll be wel co med with open arms
and minds eager to learn . We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here, ca ll toll-free
1- 888 - Ca lTeach or visit our website at www .ca lt each .c om.

• Compet itive starting salaries and benefits
• Smal ler class sizes in schools statewide
• Housing and cost of living incentives
• Strong commun ity support for teachers
• Beau tifu l and div erse climate and scenery

G!.1r rBBLJJ

1
M

left Coast. Right Job.
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Straight from the trenches:
Egraine Jack
R,;x,rtr:r

When recruited to write about motherhood,
being a mother of five, I started thinking earnestly. Let's see, what does motherhood mean
to me as a mother? I thought babies, Barney
and bubble baths, bikes, bruises and bunk beds,
braces, boyfriends and Brandy, boom-boxes,

A first-hand account on the
rants and raves of motherhood

boogie-boards and Batman.
True motherhood runs deeper than that. In

I decided to ask a few mothers what motherhood
means to them. The following are some of the
fact, my given Native American name means responses this query solicited:
literally, somebody's mother. It is the pinnacle
Sally Wilson, mother of one daughter, age
of my identity on this planet , though I recog- 13: watching a being spring from seemingly nothnize that every woman balances many facets of ing to become a full-on creative person, and taking
identity, each in her own way.
part in the process.
Then it came to me: Motherhood is as indiJosefina Martin, mother ofone son, age four: "I
vidual an experience as mothers are individuals, so think for me personally, it means the opportunity to
love someone and receive the same back."
Jl'
Kellina Lopez de Victoria, mother of four girls;
i ageseightandnine,andrwinsagethree:"whatmoth~ erhood means to me is enjoying life with my kids to
the fullest.·
Marcia L., mother of one girl, age IS; and one
boy, age 19: "being responsible for shaping and
molding a life, and after they've gone and made
up there own minds, afterthat, it's nice to know
you still make a difference."
Caren Bursell, mother of one girl age 16, and
one boy, age 11: "Being responsible for the future."
Pretty lofty reflections compared to my first
musings. Of course, I find my feelings mirrored in all
the comments made by my sisters-in-hood. Maybe I
am still thinking on such a microlevel because it was
only yesterday I survived my last kid crises.
I came home from EWU campus to find my 11year-old daughter in hysterics. While I was questioningwhar awful thing could have happened to her, she
breathlessly blurted out that it was her brother who
was hurt
My nine-year-old son was horsing around
in the house, chased by no otherthan his other
parent, only to slip and fall against the corner of
a portable metal storage unit. The result was a
very nasty looking three-inch slice below his knee
that inevitably needed stitches.
The cut alone was traumatic to both my son and
his older sister, but I knew benerthan anyone there
that real trauma was yet to come: My son is horribly
afraid of needles.
We loaded my son into the car. His leg had been
bandaged priorto my arrival with a sanitary napkin,
and an expanse of black electrical tape. Not wanting to

t

I

criticize what all-in-all was a functional stab at first aid,
I added a bag of crushed ice and a kitchen towel to the
dressing and off we went to the urgent care center.
It is about a 20 minute drive into Spokane
from our house, about 15 minutes too long for
my son to contemplate what was ahead We parked
and my daughter ran in to grab a wheel chair. She
had literally carried him to the car at home. The
look on his face said it all and I just prayed there
wouldn't be that hour-long wait to be called on.
Miraculously, we were taken back to the suture
room almost immediately. Still, there we were left to
wait, affortling my son the chance to look around and
spy of all things, the needles. T ryingto think quickly
of some way to distract him I remembered lhad the
digital camera from work with me in my backpack.
Soon I was shuttering away the fear and anticipation, while my son was distracted by seeing himself
on camera. In came the nurse and doctor. Do you
usually film all the family accidents the nurse asked?
All seemed well and I congratulated my clever
self on having cheered up my son. He appeared
calm and relaxed as his laughter filled the air. I
thought he was going to take it all in stride, his
bravado growing by the minute.
Next, out came the needles, and I don't care
how long that doctor could have stood there reasoning with my son, there was no avoiding the
scream. One more picture for the future storytelling that would be done, and I put the camera
away. I walked around the cot where my son was
perched leg up.
I sat behind him, wrapping my arms around
him and whispering all those 'it will be all right'
kinds of things a mother learns to say. Then, even
though I know none of it hurt any less, he quieted and I felt him relax against my chest. He made
itthrough the rest of the process fine. I, afterten
years as a paramedic, had to be given a chair because I almost passed out.
Well I don't know what you call that exactly,
what kind of name you might give it, but I
guess in closing I would say, that's what motherhood means to me.

Wondering what you're
going to do this
summer?
Be a Peer Leader!
A weekend away peer
educators retreat,
June 22-24, 2001, is a fun and
exciting opportunity for both
youth and adults.
If you'd like to volunteer as an
adult peer leader
Contact Jodi@ 324-1527
A That proverbial apple a day couldn't keep this little guy from a perfect frown face.
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Rattray sculpts more than just foam on cappuccinos

source of sustenance."

through their imaginations.
One ofTodd's works appears to be
a cross of a beast out of the mind of
Stephen King applied to the technique
of Salvador Dali. It was entitled El Duzhlo
or 7he Gunslinger. It was a life size image
of a man, twisted and contorted, that
looked as if he had been stepping
through some dimensional rift.
However, as with all artists-or at
least most who are gening paid-we

When I asked Todd Ranray to tell me something interesting
about his experiences at the coffee stand, he told me that the only
thing that came to mind was about a certain unnamed professor.
"This professor repeatedly used his free coffee card twice, once with
the morning help and another time in the evening with me, I don't
know how he pulled it off initially, but we stopped it." It wasn 't
until I asked him about what else he did that his personality started
to show.
Todd is an artist. He sculpts, and he has an abridged portfolio
right there at the stand with him. Whenever I think of the artist
with a day job I am reminded of Jack Kerouac and his description
of the wandering aesthetic, because artists are journeying continually

sion, which is not to say we don't like
what we are doing it just means it been
restricted to an agreement in contractual form. With all of these parameters there are some great opportunities. Both Todd and Michelangelo-for
example-have carved beautiful religious icons out of the same vein of
marble, which has now been entirely
tapped for at least three hundred years.
Todd's hunk of marble weighed in at

Solomon Pech
R,p,,ter
To any who frequent Eastem's Spokane Center there is always a
familiar face in the lobby, and I do not mean that of the security
guards. To many he known simply as the Coffee Guy. However,
this isn't his moniker.
Todd Ranray is the owner of the coffee stand off to the side of
the main lobby counter. He has been there a full seven years. "It pays
the bills ... well, not really. I guess it keeps me alive; it's another

~ 1200 pounds.

I

!~
I

sometimes have to work on com.mis-

• Todd Rattray's coffee stand has been a
Spokane Center landmark for seven years.

After hearing thar thiscarvmghe h.id
done was a bapti.sm:il pool, I asked him
about his faith and he told me, "I "'as
raised a Christian and doing this piece
makes me wonder how much of a part
of object worship I have conuibuted to.
Ithink of whenMosescamedownfrom
the rnountam to find people worslupping a golden bull, am I going to be
pointed at in the future for having been
a cause of this problem?" He did laugh
after this statement though.
Another figurative piece he has created is a life size bronze image of a
woman. The picture in Todd's portfolio isn't that big, but it does look
to be very well rendered. It was created to commemorate the El Camino
Real, which was a trade route that
passes from Northern MeXICO to the
southwestern region of the United
States.

THE POLICE CO RPS

• THE W ASHING'I'ON POLICE CORPS promises qualified
applicants a tren1endous opportunity to enter the law enforcement
profe sion, while providing outstanding financial incentives.
•

Receive full salary of your employing agency while receiving up to
$30,000 dollars in rein1bursement for previously incurred college
expenses.

•

Require1nents: A Bachelors Degree or earning a bachelor. degree
by Spring 200 l.
For Inquiries and Application requests contact:
Sergeant David Machado

Phone (206) 835-7307 ·

E-mail: dmachado@cjtc.state.wa.us

o/isit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Natalie battles her way through week four
N atalie Stephenson
R,porr,.,-

In times of great distress, many people
turn to work, or family, or friends. I turn to
cigarettes.
This week will go down in history as possibly the most stressful week of my entire
life . If I am, in fact, to have a more stressful
week in my life, then I will be forced to move
into the woods and live as a hermit. Unfortunately, I found out something this week:
don't try to quit smoking when a whole big
buffalo-load of stress is about to befall you.
It won 't work .
I lost track at one point of exactly how
many cigarettes I consumed this week.
(Note: I did not use the patch on the
days I smoked.) Let me try to give
you an idea of my week in easy-tounderstand terms :
Day: Wednesday.
M ood : like Chloe Webb in S,d
and Nancy. Total cigarettes smoked:
5.
Day: Thursday.
Mood: like Holly Hunter in
Broadcast News. Total cigarettes
smoked: 2.
Day: Friday.
Mood: like Kate Winslet
in Sense and Sens,bthty. Total

cigarettes smoked: Four.
Day: Sunday.
Mood: like Julianne Moore in Magnolia.
Total cigarettes smoked: God only knows.
So, I buckled.
This was more of a big buckle, like one of
those Western ones with the eagle carved on
it. But I have not yet admitted defeat. Monday, I slapped the patch back on and started
itching all over again. The important thing
is, I jumped back on the horse.
Overcoming addiction is more than just
going through physical withdrawals. If it
were that easy, I would not have buckled because the patch takes care of
those symptoms. The worst
part is losing the crutch of
the addiction. One thing
we have learned so far
th rough the program
is that there are several different "addictions" one may need
to have cigarettes.
Mine was handling.
Even

in

n o n-

stressful times, I
enjoy the act of
smoking.
I
don't like the
physical effects,
I don't like

having to go out and blow money on them, I
don't like having to go outside every time I
need to light up. But I do enjoy the feeling I
get when I light up. And in times of trouble,
that cigarette can be all that stands between
sanity and insan ity. I guess that 's why my
friends were sympathetic this week when I
groveled at their feet begging fo r cigarettes.
Since my addiction is to handling [and, I
guess, to the stress reduction effect), I
have to come up with creative ways to
keep my hands busy when I want a
cigarette. I tried candy sticks at first
but they were too sticky and messy.
Then I tried straws. U nfortunately, there's no way to get smoke
through a straw un less you bend over
really close to a fire.
I've been thinking of taking up knitting, actually. Not that I can do it between
classes, and it certainly won't wake me up in
the morning, but at least during some of the
more vulnerable rimes in my life I can have a
nice sweater to show for my suffering. I wonder if all knitters are in reality stressed-out exsmokers.
So it was not a banner week in
Nattyland. But I'm still determined
to make this quitting thing work
for me. I'm back
on the patch and
instead of reach-

ing for a cigarette when something goes
wrong, I've been trying out different things
to do with my hands. I' m probably going to
have to stop punching people in rhe face,
though, because any moment now I'm liable
to get sued. Maybe needlepoint?
Wish me luck.

The Eastern Jazz Band and
Choir perform west coast tour
Jadd Davis
R.ep,,11.,

The EWU Jazz Band and Cho1r delivered powerhouse
performances in last week's west coast tour. Collectively,
Eastern 's first Jazz Band, Jazz Choir, and various small
combos performed some of the most enjoyable Jazz
that I have heard in quite some time
The Jazz Band, directed by Rob Tapper and the more
advanced of two full big bands at Eastern, played tunes
of many different varieties. Their repertoire ranged from
kick-up-your-heels Latin charts like "Latin Dance" to
heavy swing tunes like "Groove Blues. " Every song was
a delight, and each performance of "Groove Blues" had
me on my feet.
The Jazz Choir, called rhe Collegians, also delighted
tts audiences . Under the direction of Kristina Ploeger,
the members of the Collegians demonstrated superior
musicianship in their control of difficult jazz harmonies. Their blending was liquid smooth and beautiful
Best of all, nearly every member of the Collegians 1s a
competent scat singer, a skill that can be very inumidat-

ing and difficult
On Tuesday night , all of the Jazz groups performed
at Tula's Jazz Club in do-.:ntown Seattle. The large
ensembles were interspersed with performances by
small combos. The combos were absolutely on fire
the entire night. One of the highlights of the tour
for me was heanng JUn10r music maior Ron Kieper's
saxophone soloing on Tula's stage
I remember being a freshman in high school
and visi ting the Li onel Hampton Jazz Festival at
the University of Idah o. The college groups that
performed there were so amazing that they hardly
seemed real to me.
ow, I go to class with musicians of the same caliber.
Being on tour with such a high-quality group of
musicians was incredibly rewarding for me. I picked
up my sax-it's been gathering dust for the last year
and started brushing up on my jazz again.
The EWU jazz ensembles are a huge source of
talent that anyone in the school would benefit from
hearing. The jazz groups are having concem on June
I and 6. Come support you r Eagle musicians!

'Visit us at www.easterneronfine.com
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Scrimage highlights Annual Orland Killin Weekend
To culminate the fourth and
final week of spring practice for the
Eastern \X'ashtngron University football team, head coach Paul \'(ulff is
giving his offense a challenge: to come
back from a large deficit.
The Red-\X'hite Game, 1n conjuncnon with the 20th Annual
Orland Killin Weekend, wiIJ start at 2
p.m. Saturday (May 12) at \X'oodward
Field. There is no charge to attend
rhe game, but the dinner-dance that
follows costs $50 per person and
must be reserved in advance by calling 509-359-2463.
Saturday's game will be broadcast on KEYF I 050-A~I beginning

Orland Killin was
a man immensely
dedicated to
academics and the
integrity ofEWU,
serving as
professor, faculty
athletic represen-
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20th Annual Orland Killin Weekend

V
V

GOU

FOOTBALL

VOLLEYBALL

V

14th Annual Coaches Golf Tournament at Indian
Canyon Golf Course. Price is $75.

Red/Wh1te Spring Scamage
at 2 p.m. (FREE)

Eagle Volleyball Sct1mage
at l p.m. (FREE).

V

at approximately I :45 p.m. Larry Weir
begins his 11th season calling the playby-play, with color commentary provided by Paul Sorensen and former
Eagle running back ~like MacKenzie.
The "Red" will consist of Eagle
defensive squads, and they will be
given a 21-m-28 point lead on the
scoreboard at the game's onset. Of-

fenstve units will comprise the
"Wh1te" squad and will have to score
several ttmes to pull out a win. The
offense will ha\·e four l 0-minute quarters to make-up the deficit.
"We're going to give our defense
X amount of points and make the
offense catch up," \X'u lff explained.
"The offense better fight to score and

V

V
V
V
V

V
V
V
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ers returning compared to three on rhe

V
V
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See Killin on page 15
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The weekend will involve the 14'h
Annual Coaches Golf Tournament at Indian Canyon Golf Course at I :30 p.m.
The cost of the event will be $75,
which includes greens fees, beverages, accessories, awards and a post-rournament
party.
Contact Rich Rasmussen for more
information at 359-6918.
On Saturday, the Eagles volleyball
team will have an open scrimmage at 1
p.m. at Reese Court.
At 2 p.m. the Spring Red/White

This weekend will mark the 20'" annual Killin Weekend, which is named in
honor of Orland Killin, who along with
his wife Bernice helped create and make
this event what it is today. Orland was a
man immensely dedicated to academics
and the integrity of Eastern Washington
University, serving as professor, faculty athletic representative and faculty president.
He ,vas an Eastern football letter winner

1n 1941-42. Net proceeds from the dinner
benefit the Orland Killin Academic Scholarship Fund as well as athletic scholarships.

football game will take place at Woodward
Field fo r the last time this season.
After the scrimmage, the Orland
Killin Dinner-Dance will take place at 4:30
p.m. at Reese Court.
This casual dinner/dance IS for
adu lts only and features a fantastic menu
and a hosted social hour of great seafood
hors d'oeuvres. All of this is included in
the ticket price. Individual tickets ma)' be
purchased for S50. For more information
call 509-359-2463 or 1-800-648-7697

TENNIS

V

bear that number"
\\'ulff's offense has been 1m
press1ve this spring, but was ham
pered last Saturday by wtnd\ conditions. Alrhough they have nint start

Dedicated individual started what is striving todav
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MEN
All-81g Sk) Conkrcnce
n
Fir.,.t team
\lakom Sw:m Jr Idaho <;1:ue
Th1Js Goossen Jr \1 nl Stote
Laka.! 1 Mazur Jr Mont State
Rodolfo C1 neros Jr
Anz
Joseph Gilbert Sr Sac St.ie
Chri~ Smnh Sr Sac.: Sute
Shenf Zahcr, Jr Sa~ Stale
Tun Rouse Sr W lxr Staie
econ d team
RJan ttoran, Jr. El·H/
S,mmo Sommer Sr Idaho State
Darnel Lud!>trom. So N Anz
Ke\ in Vieira. Sr s~ State

WOMEN
All-Big Sky Conference team

F irs t team
Terez.a. Simonyan. So C:il State

Gabnella Reiner. Fr Cal State
Irene Kakuha. Jr Idaho late
Lenka Za.charova. Sr \Veb Sune

Sarah Blain. Jr Montana
Anz..
Gabnclla Ludqvist Jr Sac State
Thenna Stcen knmp. Jr We State
Second t eam
Man na Baydal., Fr Cal Stale
Sarnh 8/oom~rrn. Sr £ntt,
Jessica Reddrng. Sr. Monmna
Yvo nne De Wa.al, Fr

Susanna Wa.lhn Sr

Anz..

Mana Grona'-""ICZ, So Sac Slate
■

See page 14 fo r
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Cole continues to oust
competition in javelin

1llhy aSocial illork Degree from Eastern UJashlngton University?
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Senior Ryon Cole unleashed the
second-best throw in school history
with a toss of 23"-2 at the Vandal Jam
boree on ~lay 6. He won the JU\·ehn
for the fifth-straight ume this season
in ~loscow, and 1s the two-ume Big
Sky Conference defending ch,1mp1on
10 that C\'Cnt. Previously, Cole uncorked the longest ,a,·ehn throw 10 the
his tor\' of the Big Skr Conference and
the second-longest in NC-\,\ Di\ls,on
I rh1s year to win that e, cm at the pre!-,
rigious Oregon In\'1tational Track c·
Field :\!eet April 28 m Eugene, Ore
f hs thro" of 244- 7 has been benercd
only by the 245-9 effort of Oregon
John t1egeler, who placed second be
hind Cole at the Oregon l1nna11on.1l

....• 11 .......... - ee Vandal on pag 14
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Moran, Bloomgren selected
to AH-Big SkV tennis teams
Eastern Washington University junior Ryan Moran and senior Sara Blomgren
were selected to the All-Big Sky Conference
tennis second ceams.
Moran, a local produce from Mead
High School 10 Spokane, Wash., had a 5-7
record at the number one singles position
and teamed with senior Dean Kimoto on
the number one doubles team for a 7-5 season record. Blomgren (W'ilsonviUe, Ore.)
finished the season 4-9 at the number one
singles position and 3-9 at the number two
doubles position with partner Teri Sherrill.
Competing for three seasons as Sara Bracken
prior to gemng married, Blomgren was a
four-year letterwinner.
Kimoto finished his tennis career at
Eastern Washington University with a successful 8-4 season record at the number two
Singles position. Kimoto (Vernon, B.C.) was
a Big Sky Conference Player of the Week m
2000 and a two-rime honorable mention
All-Big Sky player (1999 and 2000). He recorded several key s10gles victories th.is sea-

Ryan Mo r an

Sara Bloomgren

son including a 6-4, 6-1 win at the Big Sky
Conference Mountain Regional against
Vas1co Devidze of Idaho State. Overall, the men's team finished with
a 4-6 team record, a coJJective 30-41 m singles matches and a 15-23 mark
in doubles competition.
The Eastern women firushed with a 4-6 team record, a 22-57
record in singles matches and a 7-33 record m doubles play. Mansa
Drummond (Whitehorse, Yukon) was the lone semor on the young
2001 squad. Drummond led the Eogle women in the classroom with
a 4.0 grade point average in computer information systems during the
winrer quarter.
The Eagle tenms teams competed at the Big Sky Conference
Mountain Reg;onals where both the men and women placed fourth.

APPLY NOW!!
Eg~ Donors needed.

$2500 Compensation
per retril•val. Small time
commitment.
Anonymou, program.
CaJI now for recorded
information .
. orthwc-st Andrology
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Vandal: Deda continues to skv in the pole vault
with a mark of 241-11 ,\ 1997 graduate of Ellensburg, Wash., High
School, Cole's throw broke the previous Big Sky all-nrne mark of 238-6 set
by Idaho's Oscar Duncan in 1996. He
also broke the school record of 232-7
set by Enk Humble in I 991, and exceeded the NCAA Championships automatic qualifying ~tandard of 236-3.
Twice honored this season as Big Sky
"Field" ,\rhlete of the \X'eck, Cole's
previous career best was a 229-5 throw
as a sophomore in 1999 when he wenr
on to place I 5th at the :-.;c,\ ,\ Championships in Boise, Idaho. The NC,\,\
Championships r!11S year rake place 1n
Eugene on ~lay 30-June 2, with the
javelin taking place the firsr day
(Kednesda1') at 6 p.m. Pacific nme. ·
Junior
Autumn
Dcda
Dt:da broke her own school record 10
the pole \':wit for the fourth time rh1s
year w11h a 1ump of 11-9 ,\lay 4 at the
Sasc1uatch Distance Carnival 10 Spokane, \\'ash. Iler previous record was
11-8 set rhe previous week on April
28 at the Wh1t\\'Orth Open.
Senior
Cristi
I I orning
Horning was third in [he I 00 with a
11me ot 12. 13 at the Vandal Jamboree
on ~la\' 6 that ranks as the eighth best

EWU history. She also went on to
place sixth 1n the 200 with a ume of
26.16. Horning was second in the I 00
with a time of 12.33, and followed
that with a fifth-place finish 1n the 200
with a 26.30 clocking in the evenrng
session of the Oregon Invitational on
t\pnl 28. She also placed fourth in rhe
long jump with a leap of I 8-6 1/2. ,\
week earlier, I lorning improved her
season-best long 1ump 10 I 9-0 w1th
her winrung leap at rhe Pclluer lnvttauonal on ,\pnl 20. She was 1ust I I /2
inches from her career best of 19-1 I/
2 set in 2000.
Senior Jonnie Williams
placed second 1n the 400 with a nme
of 4".90 at the \'andal Jamboree on
~lay 6 I Its ume was the best this season for an Eagle and ranks seventh
all-time in school hisrory despite being his first attempt in the 400 this
season. \'('illrnms has also been impressive in a p:ur of prestigious meets this
season, including April 28 1n the
e\·ening session Of rhe Oregon ln virauonal. He was th1rd in the 200
(21.79) and fourth in the 100 (10.94)
m that meet, and was sixth in the finals of the 100 meters at the Stanford
In\'1tat1onal on 1\pril I with a time of
1n

10.81. \X'illiams had the fifth best prcliminan· mark among 42 compemors
at Stanford w1th a ume of 10.69. Wil
hams had a stellar performance at the
Al Manuel lnv1taaonal on April 7 with
a 100-merer ume of I 0.55 and 200
meter time of 21 .26. Both times arc
season bests for \\'11hams, but belo11
his school records of 10.43 ,nd 21.03,
respt:cnvely, se t in 1999.
Sophomo r
Zed a
Sharruck had the second -best tnple
1ump 1n school history \\'llh a 38-1 I/
2 effort at the Vandal Jamboree on
~tar 6. f !er effort was just 3 I /2 inches
from the school record of 38-5 set br
J enm fer Bauman 1n 1998.
·
Jennifer
Ehrlich man
In JUSt the first season the ,vomcn's
3,000 steeplechase has been included
as an event in rhc Big Sky Conference
and
NC,\,\
championships,
Ehrlichman has been 1mpressl\·e. She
had a ume of 11 :25. 1 at the Sasquatch
Distance Carnival on Ma y 4 that is )USt
15 seconds away from the NC,\,\
Championships provisional qualtf\,ng
standard of 11: I 0.00. Last season her
best 3,000 meter time - without barners and water 1umps - was 10:44 9
that ranks 13th 1n school history.

Environmental Science
A degree that makes a di fference
Announci ng a NEW degree program
and
a NEW natural scie nce GECR course
This unique program , offered jointly by the: de part mcm h
of biology, ehC!miitry , and 911olo9y , lllill prepare!: you for
many exciti"l9 care:cir~ and/or graduate school,

Wt1. arc alto finalizing a new GECR course.
ENVSlOO . Introduction to Environmental Scicrnce
tentatively scheduled for foll 2001. MWRF 9-9:!50
with lab on Tuesday. Check our website for the
latut updatca on the course .

Wczbsitc:
Email:

509-2:12-01 :14

~
-

r

Contact: Dr_ Suzanne Bcill. Program Dir ctor
ScienC4 Building , 234A . 359-7932

-•

Visit us at www.eastemeronllne.com
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Killin:

scrimmage poses test for offense

defensive side of the ball, the offense
was held to 335 yards and just one
touchdown in 70 plays (5.0 yards per
play) The defense held them to 220
yards passing and 115 yards rushing,
with rwo interceptions, four sacks and
four passes broken up.
" If the weather holds up, and
it's not real windy, you'll see the ball
flying around quite a bit," Wulff said.
"The ball will be put into the end
zone. 11
During the spring, Wulff has
been pleased with his team's progress,
particularly the offense under new offensive coordinator Timm Rosenbach.
In three spring scrimmages, quarterback Fred Salanoa is 26-of-42 (62 percent) for 304 yards, two touchdowns,
and two interceptions. Chris Samms
is 19-of-33 (58 percent) for 248 yards,
three touchdowns and one interception.
Eastern's receiving corps is also
coming along well. Sophomore David
O'I Jarn 1 a redshirt last season, has nine

Fred Salanoa

receptions for 93 yards in three scrimmages. Sophomore Kyler Randall,
who received significant playing ame
last season as a trne freshman, has
caught nine passes for 90 yards.
When they've used it, the Eagle
running game has been impressive

May 10, 2001

which returns no starters, is improvthis spring. The emergence of freshing, says Wulff.
man Reggie Witherspoon and sopho"Our secondary and our linemore l\!artese Henderson has helped
backers, including Anthony Griffin, are
provide depth behind seniors Jesse
our most experienced guys on deChatman and Jovan Griffith.
fensei" said
Henderson
W,dff of the
has
129
defense. " If
yards on 13
Offensively, we still have things we can get
carries (9.9
to do with our passing game.
those seven
yards a carry)
with a specguys to plar
at a high
tacular 75Paul Wulff
level, then
yard run in
defensive!)'
Eastern's
they should
first scrimbe able to carry us until our defensive
mage on April 21. Witherspoon has
front gets better. Once we get them all
79 rards on 14 carries (5.6 per carry).
"Offensively, we still have going on the same page, the chances
of our defense being very good are
things to do with our passing game/'
said Wulff of the offense. "We didn't good."
The Eagles begin the 2001 seaspend a lot of time on our running
son Sept. 8 agaima Connecticut in
game this spring, but it will be a major part of our offense in the fall."
Storrs, Conn. Connecticut is a member of the Big East Conference. The
\'v'ith just three returning srartfirst home game of the season for the
ers, the Eagles arc youthful on defense.
Eagles is Sept. 22 versus Big Sk)• ConHowever, there is experience tn the secference foe Weber Stare.
ondarr with four seniors - all with
starting experience. The defensive !ine1

Dressler Hall basketball tournament Saturdav
Jeremy W. Kramer
l<Lporter

Ger our your srrcet shoes, make
sure you pump up your basketball and
don'r forget to practice your lay-ups
because it is time again for the annual
Dressler 3-on-3 Basketball Tournament.
This rear's tournament will be

held on Saturday, May 19 beginning at
9 a.m. on the basketball courts behind
Dressler l lall.
Like lase year, the tournament
is open rn all students.
There will be five different d1v1smns: !\Jen's t\, Men's B, Co-ed ,\, Coed B, and Women. All divisions will
in a double e!1m1nac1on format tO 25

points or 25 minutes.
The winners 1n each d1vis1on
will be awarded tee shirrs and have
there team be put in the drawing for
the grand pnze which are four DVD
players. Several other pnzes will also
be raffled out throughout the dar
There will also be a free barbecue from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m.

·1he

If you think )'Oll have what it
cakes to participate in one of the
school's biggest events, get your team
of three or four mgerher and go pick
up a sign up sheet at any Resident's
Hall orfice or call 359-7771. There is an
infinite number of spaces avai lable but
the registration deadline is Thursday,
.via)' l 7 so don't delar,
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major league
power rankings

For week ending May 10.
The Mariners remain at0p
our standings with the big
win at Boston over a very
good Red Sox team.

1. Seattle
2.Boston

(24-9)
(20-13)

3. NYYankees (20-14)
4. Minnesota
5. Cleveland
6. Toronto
7. Philladelphia

(22-9)
(22-9)
(19-14
(20-13)

8.Atlanta

(16-18)

9. Cubs
l 0. Cincinnati

(21-12)
( 16-17)

11. St. Louis

(17-15)

( 17-15)
12. Houston
13. Milwaukee ( 17-16)
14. Los Angeles( 18-15)
15. Anaheim
( 15- 18)
16Colorado
(17- 16)
17.San Francisco( l7- 15)

18. Arizona

(18-16)

19. Texas

( 12-2 1)

20.Oakland

(13-20)

21.Detroit
22. Pitt burgh
23. Montreal
24.NYMets
25.Florida
26.Kansas City

( 14- 17)
( 12-20)
12-2 1)
( 14-19)
( 14- 17)
( 11 -22)

27. White Sox (12-19)
28. San Diego ( 16-17)
29. Baltimore (14-20)
30.Tampa Bay ( 10-_3)

Short courses are av:ulahlc lhr()llgholll
Surnmi=r St:ssmn.
~ummer_sess10n(~wwu.edu

■

Dhi~ion champ~ in hold

U,60) 6:50-2841

'f!islt us at www.easterneronllne.com
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OPPORTUNITIES
Would you accept $25
to save kids' lives'!
Donate your lifl'-saving
blood 1>la.-.ma & receh l'

$25 TODAY
( tor .;ir pn.1, : huu.r \,

Call

,lL>p h, ·
'-i,l ,, Bli•tT!i:<hc,ll c~mrr
<1f

W,·'1 l(~I 1"1 A,~. ~p<>~:m,·

Social Services:
Rulh Dykeman Children's Center
ha imm~ili,ue openmg~ for
Re~1dentiaJ Coum,clor, (frf & Pn-1 rctJllirc, n.A. or High School Diploma
\\/ C'-p .. 59 50/lir. Wt: offer rnmpct1t1,c
h<!nef1L,. mccnt1,c, .md 111ore.
Pk.e-1t ,,;ntl t1tsllrne :.ind CO\ er letter 10'

~

c,;rn

Norc lm e,L t o cxpcm:nce nei.:e!->).il.f)
We 1ra111. Mu~c he 18 or older. Cal l
:Sw1c Lille Sho,,.,girb (208J 777-0977 .
after :_1,-00 pm, 7 tl..iy, a wed ,
6676 W. Sehici: '-;V,1 • S1 at el inc. ID

PO Ho, MOIO.
.'cattle. V1,, A 98 I 6o •

J0b-hnc : 1.206) 2-42 16\l:S nt 1. n .
bll n-//w11>"' . nkcw"

m

~~i.0 •.-1 1-.r" 11"1'.:!I. IIW.~ ',..J',

EOE

0

HOUSING

Camp \ a~ -Bor•L~·i·
Lar gc 1 oJ nn ,1rn -

BEVERA<.;E SERVERS, DANCERS
& HOSTESSES
Need • good i,urnmer o r part-ti me J<>b 10
realize your dream o f an ellucm1o n.
wh il e ,ull ,1fforJ 1ng ,omr of !ht" l u:.. uric~
vou 1.k,crY ·" tr yc,u ha\C .. the right
;cuff·. )OU urn
$500-S 1.000 pn
wcc l-. worl,rng ;i m1r11mum of tbn.:1; -,h 1J!~
at the I tnc:-.l .r !lilt 111ghtclub m lhc.-

RDCC. Alln. HR.

509-624-1252
•Jis~! l-"' :'>pra,.:ui: A ". :S.p,,l-.,11w
509 9.:6-IXI\I
t·L,.

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

llll

S~5'i . :! hd1111 apt.

~) IIJ
-;1,uuou , . w11h \\.r,111:1/lir)l'.I h<•L' up,.
l.irgr 11d,c11,. L,tblllL'h .md cilht:h :--:01
l,1r rrom c:;1111pu,. bu, .ind ,hllpp11•!:! Cill:IK, J-k,11 r ,1.u,· M,111accmcnt ,11 I 82 7
. hr ,1 J ' 1 Sln:cl 235-5000

I .11-.i.: Roo,c\1.cll ,c-cl,.111~, ,1rc1.1l-.~r
mid Junl· I 1n1u1,h l...1bu1 D.i~
hcc Lcilll[llfli!, lull hn,1 -up.
I 1ght Juuc, r.:4u1rt·lf
,150111-.:r ,.:-r,on
Lt!! 1'i(l41) ~,Jh-2~5,

- S . J . E IZ L 1 N C
•

IN

T l

H

N

i\

I

JI)

\ J

,

I "I C

Inter nship Announceme nt
i- ..i 111a11ufanu1cr
ut en, 1nmm,;:nt.tl ly r..:,po11,1hlc c,rn,L m..:r
r.:q u1n1rnl pro<lu,;:c~ . We .ire curn·ntly
,,;:e• mg u ,u111mc1 1nlc111 tu Ju la.bo1 atol)

~ll·rling lr11e111~11w11ill

\\ or~ .ind I 1..:ld tc,1rni:; of Hi~et:I Ii :1p~ anJ
.utru ·1.111h l',1n<l1d.rtl', ,hould he

For Rent

,n.arl.Lbk lrom 11.-luy throuj,!h cplcmbt·r
2001. h111 tlir, 1, 'L'lllt:\~hac tk\lhlc A
lll.l_J<H Ill the ',L'IO:fllC, 1-. rri:frrrl·d, :,-. \\CII
.t, p1e11uu l 1l'.!J Pr L1hu1-.1t if\

7>on 'I joryel
7Jay
c5unrfay, Yl(ay 13/
J.her's

l'\plTll'n ·,:

The

si1r1:n,,ful L.1m!1d.1Lc

have there own t:(ff I m1k.i!!C
n:1111hur,cdi .111d ., de.111Jri1111i; rei:orJ .
Pa} 1, un ,111 hnurl · ti,i-1, ol \9 llO ix·r
hou• -\p1ilic.111h ,lr11 rid \L:IILl ..1 o..u\ct
kuu .rnJ r, ,u111- lu th, ,1ddrc· h ·It'"
111u,1

!<11 111111i.:d1a1e t:nfhiJl.'rallull
,\1111.

l)..?\\ ,,yn..: \\ ..:hh1111,

Sier 1111,:' ln1.:111.1111 ,nal. (n_-

1',IJ I(,[· Sp1, );lit' A,i.:
\\·1 ad al·. W \ <J•mJ;

1-xn1J-.nn<>-fi76(1
E mJtl: ,,,:1~Jrnn,c~ n:,u1l· c<Jm

ifsit us at www.easterneronllne.com

